Nokia US Headquarters
Sunnyvale, CA

(18) Small Conference Rooms
- HD LCD display
- Table top inputs for VGA, HDMI and Mobile Device Input
- IP TV Decoder

(23) Medium Conference Rooms
- Ceiling Mounted HD Projector
- Table top inputs for VGA, HDMI and Mobile Device Input
- IP TV Decoder

(11) Large Conference Rooms
- Ceiling Mounted HD Projector
- Table top inputs for VGA, HDMI and Mobile Device Input
- IPTV Decoder
- In Ceiling Speakers

(7) Video Conference Rooms
- 52” Tandberg Floor Standing Profile System

All Hands Meeting Space
- 4 way Combinable Room
- (4) Ceiling Mounted HD Projectors
- (8) Inputs for VGA, HDMI and Mobile Device Input
- Digital Matrix Switching
- In Ceiling Speakers
- Audio Conferencing in Each Room
- Wireless microphones
- Assisted Listening System
- Control System with (4) 6” Touch Panels

(7) Touch Screen Interactive Signage Displays
- IP TV System
- (15) Standard Definition Channels
- (6) High Definition Channels

Crestron Room Scheduling System
Nokia
San Diego, CA

(15) Small Conference Rooms
- HD LCD display
- Table top inputs for VGA, HDMI and Mobile Device Input
- IP TV Decoder

(23) Medium Conference Rooms
- Ceiling Mounted HD Projector
- Table top inputs for VGA, HDMI and Mobile Device Input
- IP TV Decoder
- In Ceiling Speakers
- Keypad Control System

(6) Large Conference Rooms
- Ceiling Mounted HD Projector
- Table top inputs for VGA, HDMI and Mobile Device Input
- IP TV Decoder
- In Ceiling Speakers
- Keypad Control System

(6) Executive Conference Rooms
- Ceiling Mounted HD Projector
- Table top inputs for VGA, HDMI and Mobile Device Input
- IPTV Decoder
- In Ceiling Speakers
- Control System with 6” Touch Panel

All Hands Meeting Space
- 3 way Combinable Room
- (3) Ceiling Mounted HD Projectors
- (3) Wall inputs for VGA, HDMI
- (3) IPTV Decoders
- In Ceiling Speakers
- Audio Conferencing in Each Room
- Wireless microphones
- Assisted Listening System
- Control System with (3) 4” Touch Panels

IP TV System
- (7) Standard Definition Channels
- (2) High Definition Channels